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MARGULIS LEMMA AND HUREWICZ FIBRATION
THEOREM ON ALEXANDROV SPACES
SHICHENG XU AND XUCHAO YAO
Abstract. We prove the generalized Margulis lemma with a uniform
index bound on an Alexandrov n-space X with curvature bounded be-
low, i.e., small loops at p ∈ X generate a subgroup of the fundamental
group of unit ball B1(p) that contains a nilpotent subgroup of index
≤ w(n), where w(n) is a constant depending only on the dimension n.
The proof is based on the main ideas of V. Kapovitch, A. Petrunin, and
W. Tuschmann, and the following results:
(1) We prove that any regular almost Lipschitz submersion con-
structed by Yamaguchi on a collapsed Alexandrov space with curvature
bounded below is a Hurewicz fibration. We also prove that such fibration
is uniquely determined up to a homotopy equivalence.
(2) We give a detailed proof on the gradient push, improving the
universal pushing time bound given by V. Kapovitch, A. Petrunin, and
W. Tuschmann, and justifying in a specific way that the gradient push
between regular points can always keep away from extremal subsets.
1. Introduction
In this paper we prove the Margulis lemma on Alexandrov spaces with
curvature bounded below. A group Γ is called w-nilpotent if there is a
nilpotent subgroup N < Γ whose index [Γ : N ] ≤ w. Let Br(p) denote a
metric ball centered at p of radius r.
Theorem 1.1 (Generalized Margulis Lemma). There are ǫ(n), w(n) > 0
such that for any Alexandrov space X with curvature ≥ −1 and any point
p ∈ X, the subgroup Γp(p; ǫ) of fundamental group π1(B1(p), p) generated by
loops at p lying in Bǫ(p) with 0 < ǫ ≤ ǫ(n) is w(n)-nilpotent.
The original Margulis lemma is also called Margulis-Heintze’s theorem,
which was proved by Margulis (cf. [11]), and also independently discovered
by Heintze [13] on manifolds of −1 ≤ K ≤ 0. Since then, it has been one
of the fundamental facts in Riemannian geometry which has many applica-
tions, e.g., Gromov’s almost flat theorem [11], finiteness of closed negatively
pinched manifolds [10] of bounded volume, and more recently the almost
rigidity of maximal volume entropy [19] for manifolds of lower bounded
Ricci curvature to be hyperbolic.
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For manifolds with sectional curvature K ≥ −1, it was proved by Fukaya-
Yamaguchi [9] that Γ(ǫ) is almost nilpotent without a uniform bound on
the index. For Alexandrov spaces, the earlier version of Theorem 1.1 was
proved by Yamaguchi in [32], also without a uniform bound on the index of
the nilpotent subgroup, where the proof was based on the Lipschitz submer-
sion Theorem 1.3 and arguments in [9]. Later a global version of Theorem
1.1 for manifolds of almost nonnegative curvature was proved by Kapovitch-
Petrunin-Tuschmann [15], where Γ(ǫ) admits a nilpotent subgroup with uni-
formly bounded index. Theorem 1.1 also follows from the main ideas of
Kapovitch-Petrunin-Tuschmann [15].
Gromov conjectured that the Margulis lemma with a universal bounded
index holds for manifolds of lower bounded Ricci curvature. A breakthrough
on this conjecture was made by Cheeger-Colding [6], and it has been finally
confirmed recently by Kapovitch-Wilking [16].
We point it out that the uniform index bound is very important to some
geometric applications, for example, in Gromov’s almost flat theorem [11],
the uniform index bound corresponds to the holonomy gap which is crucial in
Gromov’s and Ruh’s proof (see [11], [26], [5]). The uniformly index bound
is also crucial for the almost rigidity of maximal volume entropy [19] in
deriving that the connectedness component of a Gromov-Hausdorff limit
group of deck-transformations is a nilpotent Lie group.
Remark 1.2. More generally, one may further consider a metric space X of
K-bounded packing, i.e., there is K > 0 such that every ball of radius 4
in X can be covered by at most K balls of radius 1. In [12, §5.F] Gromov
proposed a question whether a discrete isometric subgroup Γ acting on a
metric space withK-bounded packing is virtually nilpotent, if Γ is generated
by finite elements whose displacement at one point < ǫ(K)? It has been
answered affirmatively by [3] recently. However, the uniform index bound
as in Theorem 1.1 is beyond their approach (see [3, Section 11]).
Our proof relies on Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.6 below.
For small 0 < δ < δ(n, κ), the δ-strained radius [32] at a point p in an
n-dimensional Alexandrov space Y of curv ≥ κ is defined to be
rδ-str(p) = sup{r | there exists an (n, δ)-strainer at p of length r}.
Let rδ-str(Y ) = inf{rδ-str(p) : p ∈ Y }. Let κ(δ, ǫ|n) denote a positive function
depending on n, δ and ǫ satisfying κ(δ, ǫ)→ 0 as δ, ǫ→ 0. A map f : X → Y
between Alexandrov spaces is an ǫ-almost Lipschitz submersion [32] if
(i) f is an ǫ-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation (GHA for simplicity),
i.e., for any p, q ∈ X, ||f(p)f(q)| − |pq|| ≤ ǫ and f(X) is ǫ-dense in
Y , where |pq| = d(p, q) denote the distance between two points p, q;
and
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(ii) for any p, q ∈ X, ∣∣∣∣ |f(p)f(q)||pq| − sin θ
∣∣∣∣ < ǫ,
where θ(p, q) is the infimum of ∡qpx when x runs over f−1(f(p)).
We call an ǫ-almost Lipschitz submersion is regular, if in addition,
(iii) for any y, z ∈ Y , there are points p ∈ f−1(y), q ∈ f−1(z) such that
|θ(p, q)− π2 | ≤ ǫ.
Theorem 1.3 (Lipschitz submersion & fibration). For any dimension n
and positive number µ0, there exist positive numbers δ(n) and ǫ(n, µ0) such
that for any m-dimensional Alexandrov space X with curv ≥ −1 and any
n-dimensional Alexandrov space Y with curv ≥ −1, if
(1.3.1) the δ-strained radius of Y , rδ-str(Y ) ≥ µ0 with 0 < δ < δ(n), and
(1.3.2) the Gromov-Hausdorff distance dGH(X,Y ) ≤ ǫ < ǫ(n, µ0),
then there exists a regular κ(δ, ǫ|n)-almost Lipschitz submersion f : X → Y
that is a Hurewicz fibration.
Remark 1.4. If in addition, every f -fiber is a topological manifold without
boundary of co-dimension n, then f is a locally trivial fibration; see [25].
We also prove that the fibration in Theorem 1.3 is uniquely determined
in the homotopic sense; see Theorem 2.8.
Theorem 1.3 can be traced back to the fibration theorem [8], [31], [21] for
manifolds, which has played a fundamental role in the study of collapsed
manifolds. The existence of regular almost Lipschitz in Theorem 1.3 is due
to Yamaguchi [32], where he conjectured that it should be a locally trivial
fibration. Here we partly verify his conjecture.
Remark 1.5. A direct corollary of Theorem 1.3 is a long exact sequence
arising from the fibration:
(1.5.1)
· · · → πl(F, x)→ πl(X,x) f∗→ πl(Y, f(x))→ πl−1(F, x)→ · · · →
· · · → π1(Y, f(x))→ 0.
In [22] Perelman concluded the same long exact sequence under a much
weaker situation, that is, when a sequence of Alexandrov spaces Xi with
curv ≥ κ collapses to a limit space Y , if Y contains no proper extremal
subsets, then (1.5.1) holds for i large and a regular fiber F (i.e., the fiber of
a lifting map to Xi of regular admissible maps locally defined on Y to R
n,
see [22]).
By the proof of Theorem 1.1, both the homotopy fiber in Theorem 1.3
and Perelman’s regular fiber admit a w(m−n)-nilpotent fundamental group,
where w depends on the codimension.
The gradient push developed by Kapovitch-Petrunin-Tuschmann [15] is
important for us to deduce the uniform index bound in Theorem 1.1, as
what happened for almost nonnegatively curved manifolds in [15].
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Theorem 1.6 (Gradient push, [15, Lemma 2.5.1]). There are δ(n), T (n) > 0
such that if the metric ball B1(p0) centered at p0 of radius 1 is relative
compact in an Alexandrov n-space X with curvature ≥ −1, then there are
regular points {aj , bj}nj=1 and q0 in B 1
100
(p0) such that {aj , bj}nj=1 is a (n, δ)-
strainer at q0 and any point q in Bδ|anbn|(q0) can be pushed successively by
the gradient flows of 12 dist
2
q0 ,
1
2 dist
2
aj ,
1
2 dist
2
bj
(j = 1, . . . , n) to any point
p ∈ B 1
2
(q) in total time ≤ T (n).
Compared to the case of manifolds, a crucial difference on an Alexandrov
n-space X is that, there may be proper extremal subsets and no gradient
curves can get out of them. When pushing a loop at a regular point to
another regular point, it is a subtle point whether the successive gradient
curve at base point do not pass any proper extremal subset in X.
Since it is hard for us by following [15] to check this directly, in the
appendix we give a detailed proof of Theorem 1.6, by constructing a specific
gradient pushing broken line, which consists of k-regular (i.e., the tangent
cone TpX at least splits off R
k) or (n, δ)-strained points when aj , bj and
the ending point p are k-regular. In particular, the gradient push between
regular points can always keep away from extremal subsets. We also sharpen
the universal time bound T (n) to n2δ−1, improving the universal time bound
δ−n2 in [15]. This provides a detailed justification for the gradient push in
proving the Margulis lemma on an Alexandrov space.
Remark 1.7. Kapovitch-Wilking [16] developed a replacement (see the zoom-
ing in property and rescaling theorem in [16]) of Yamaguchi’s fibration theo-
rem [31] and gradient push [15] in proving the Margulis lemma for manifolds
with lower bounded Ricci curvature.
Note that it is necessary to change base points many times when the
rescaling theorem is applied. Since a fixed base point is chosen to be valid
for our case at every scale, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is more direct than
[16].
Now let us briefly explain ideas of the proofs. According to [15], a finite
generated group G is w-nilpotent, if it admits a filtration G1 = G ⊲ G2 ⊲
· · · ⊲ Gl = {e}, where l ≤ n, each Gi ⊳ G1, Gi/Gi+1 is c-abelian, and the
conjugate action of G1 on Gi/Gi+1, namely ρi : G1 → Out(Gi/Gi+1), has a
finite image, whose order is bounded by C. By a contradicting argument and
an iterated blowing-up process, we will prove that around any p ∈ X, there
is a nearby point q at which the local fundamental group corresponding to
different collapsing scales (see Definition 3.4) has a filtration as above. Then
Theorem 1.1 follows from a compact packing argument as in [16]. Theorem
1.3 is used in proving Gi+1 ⊳ Gi (for an alternative proof, see [9] or [32]).
The normal property Gi ⊳ G1 and a uniform bound on #ρi(G1) follow from
the universal time bound in Theorem 1.6.
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According to Ferry’s result ([7], see also Theorem 2.2), the homotopy
lifting property holds for the map in Theorem 1.3 if there are controlled ho-
motopy equivalences between nearby fibers (called strong regular, see Section
2.2) and all fibers are abstract neighborhood retracts. As a generalization of
the tubular neighborhood of fibers and horizontal curves of an ǫ-Riemannian
submersion, a neighborhood retraction ϕp to a fiber f
−1(p) of a LcL was
constructed in [25] (see also Proposition 2.7, Section 2.4), which is defined
via iterated gradient deformations of distance functions. By this neighbor-
hood retraction associated to every fiber, we are able to define controlled
homotopy equivalences between nearby fibers and prove the fiber is locally
contractible.
The remaining of the paper is divided into three parts. In Section 2, we
will review some topological results and prove Theorem 1.3. In Sections
3,4 and 5 we prove Theorem 1.1. In the Appendix we give an elementary
construction of the gradient push in Theorem 1.6 with a sharpened time
estimate improving that in [15].
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2. Homotopy lifting properties
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3. A map f : X → Y between two metric spaces
is called an eǫ-Lipschitz and co-Lipschitz [14], [25] (briefly, eǫ-LcL), if for any
p ∈ X, and any r > 0, the metric balls satisfy
(1.7) Be−ǫr(f(p)) ⊆ f(Br(p)) ⊆ Beǫr(f(p)).
A 1-LcL preserves metric balls exactly and is called a submetry [1]. Clearly,
a regular ǫ-almost Lipschitz submersion is an eCǫ-LcL for some universal
constant C.
Since by definition, a regular almost Lipschitz submersion satisfies the
LcL property, it suffices to show Theorem 2.1 below.
In order to simplify constant dependence, we introduce another terminol-
ogy other than δ-strained radius.
An n-dimensional Alexandrov space Y is called ǫ-almost Euclidean if for
any point p ∈ Y , there is a neighborhood U containing p and a bi-Lipschitz
map ϕ : U → ϕ(U) ⊂ Rn onto an open neighborhood in Rn such that for
any x, y ∈ U ,
(2.1) e−ǫ|xy| ≤ |ϕ(x)ϕ(y)| ≤ eǫ|xy|.
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If (2.1) holds on every r-ball in Y , then Y is called (r, ǫ)-almost Euclidean.
By [4, Theorem 5.4], an Alexandrov space with curv ≥ −1 and δ-strained
radius ≥ µ0 is (µ0,κ(δ|n))-almost Euclidean.
Theorem 2.1. Let f : X → Y is a √1.023-LcL between finite-dimensional
Alexandrov spaces with curv ≥ κ. If f is proper and the base space Y is
ln
√
1.023-almost Euclidean, then f is a Hurewicz fibration, i.e., satisfying
the homotopy lifting property with respect to any space.
Theorem 2.1 has appeared in an earlier preprint [29].
Proof of Theorem 1.3.
The existence of a regular almost Lipschitz submersion is proven by Ya-
maguchi [32]. By Theorem 2.1 and the discussion above, any regular almost
Lipschitz submersion f : X → Y is a Hurewicz fibration. 
The remaining of this section is devoted to prove Theorem 2.1.
2.2. A sufficient condition for a fibration. The following topological
results are used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
For any Hurewicz fibration f : X → Y , if Y is path-connected, then by
definition the fibers are homotopy equivalent to each other. In [7] Ferry
proved that the inverse is also true, if the homotopy equivalences between
nearby fibers and the homotopies are under control in the following sense.
A map f : X → Y between metric spaces is said to be strongly regular
[7] if f is proper and if for each p ∈ Y and any ǫ > 0 there is a δ > 0
such that if |pp1| < δ, then there are homotopy equivalences between fibers
ϕpp1 : f
−1(p) → f−1(p1), ϕp1p : f−1(p1) → f−1(p) which togther with the
homotopies move points in distance < ǫ.
A topological space X is an absolute neighborhood retract (ANR) if there
is an embedding of X as a closed subspace of the Hilbert cube I∞ such
that some neighborhood N of X retracts onto X. If X is finite covering
dimensional and locally contractible, then X is an ANR ([2]).
Theorem 2.2 ([7]). If f : E → B is a strongly regular map onto a complete
finite covering dimensional space B and all fibers are ANRs, then f is a
Hurewicz fibration.
Remark 2.3. Note that the properties of being an ANR or a Hurewicz fi-
bration are local properties (cf. [7]), Theorem 2.2 was proved locally in [7].
Moreover, the Lipschitz submersion in Theorem 1.3 can be constructed lo-
cally ([32]). Hence, both of them holds over ǫ-almost Euclidean points in a
complete Alexandrov space. And so are Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 1.3.
According to Theorem 2.2 and the discussion above, Theorem 2.1 holds
if an eǫ-LcL between Alexandrov spaces with almost Euclidean base space
is strongly regular, and all its fibers are locally contractible.
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2.3. Gradient estimate for an LcL. Let us first recall a basis property
of an eǫ-LcL f : X → Y . For any compact subset S ⊂ Y , let distS be the
distance function to S in Y ,
distS(y) = |yS| = inf{d(y, s) : s ∈ S}.
Then the two functions distS ◦f and distf−1(S) : X → R+ satisfy (see Lemma
1.4 in [25])
(2.3) e−ǫ · distS ◦f ≤ distf−1(S) ≤ eǫ · distS ◦f.
Since LcL property is rescaling invariant, from now on we assume that X
is an Alexandrov space with curv ≥ −1, Y is an n-dimensional Alexandrov
space with curv ≥ −1 that is ǫ-almost Euclidean. Let f : X → Y be
an eǫ-LcL. Under the assumption that Y is a Riemannian manifold, we
constructed in [25] a neighborhood retraction ϕp of f -fiber over p ∈ Y , which
is continuously depending on p and can be used as a weaker replacement
of the horizontal lifting of minimal geodesics. In the proof of Theorem 2.1
we will apply it to define controlled homotopy equivalences between nearby
fibers. Because now Y is an Alexandrov space, for reader’s convenience we
recall its construction and point out the differences to [25] in below.
For an ǫ-almost Euclidean point p ∈ Y , let rp denote the maximal number
that there is a map ϕ : B(p, rp) → Rn satisfying (2.1). Let Sr(p) = ∂Br(p)
be the metric sphere around p and let x be any point in Br(p)\{p}. We have
the following estimate on the gradient of distance function distf−1(Sr(p)).
Lemma 2.4. Let f : X → Y and 0 < r ≤ min{rp, 1} be as above. Let x be
point in f−1(Br(p)) \ f−1(p). The gradient vector of distf−1(Sr(p)) satisfies
(2.4) 1 ≥ ∣∣∇x distf−1(Sr(p))∣∣ ≥ 1− (e2ǫ − 1) · 2r2|xf−1(p)| · |xf−1(Sr(p))| .
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 1.5 (1.5.1) in [25]. Let z ∈ f−1(Sr(p)),
y ∈ f−1(p) be such that |xz| = |xf−1(Sr(p))| and |xy| = |xf−1(p)|. Let v
be the direction at x of a minimal geodesic from x to y. It suffices to bound
cos∡(v,w) from above for any direction w from x to f−1(Sr(p)).
Since f and ϕ are eǫ-LcLs, by (2.3) we directly see
|xy| ≤ e2ǫ · |ϕ(f(x))ϕ(p)|,
|xz| ≤ e2ǫ · |ϕ(f(x))ϕ(Sr(p))|,
|yz| ≥ |zf−1(p)| ≥ e−ǫ|f(z)p| = e−ǫ · r.
Moreover,
|ϕ(f(x))ϕ(p)| + |ϕ(f(x))ϕ(Sr(p))| ≤ |ϕ(f(x))ϕ(p)| + |ϕ(f(x))Seǫr(ϕ(p))|
= eǫr.
Thus
|yz| ≤ |xy|+ |xz| ≤ e2ǫ · (|ϕ(f(x))ϕ(Sr(p))|+ |ϕ(f(x))ϕ(Sr(p))|) ≤ e3ǫr.
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Since the proof below is similar for different curvature lower bound, for
simplicity we only prove for κ = 0. By the Euclidean cosine law, we derive
cos ∡˜0(zxy) =
|xz|2 + |xy|2 − |yz|2
2|xz| · |xy|
=
(|xz|+ |xy|)2 − |yz|2
2|xz| · |xy| − 1
=
(|xz|+ |xy| − |yz|) · (|xz| + |xy|+ |yz|)
2|xz| · |xy| − 1
≤ (e2ǫ − 1) · r
2
|xz| · |xy| − 1.

By Lemma 2.4 and a standard argument, for sufficient small ǫ (e2ǫ ≤
1.02368), points in f−1(B 2r
3
(p)) can be flowed into f−1(B r
3
(p)) along gradi-
ent curves of distf−1(Sr(p)) in a definite time.
Lemma 2.5 (Lemma 1.5 in [25]). For any p ∈ Y and r < min{rp, 12eǫ }, there
is a constant C0(ǫ) > 0 depending on ǫ such that for all x ∈ f−1(B 2r
3
(p)),
the gradient curve Φ(t, x) of the function distf−1(Sr(p)) satisfies
Φ(x, t) ∈ f−1(B r
3
(p)), t ≥ C−10 ·
(
2
3
eǫr − ∣∣xf−1(Sr(p))∣∣
)
.
2.4. Neighborhood retraction of a fiber. In this part we construct a
neighborhood retraction around a fiber f−1(p) which continuously depends
on p.
We first define a gradient deformation of idf−1(B 2r
3
(p)) which maps f
−1(B 2r
3
(p))
into f−1(B r
3
(p)) and fixes f−1(B0.3r(p)). Let
Tp,r(x) = max
{
0, C−10 ·
(
2
3
eǫr − ∣∣xf−1(Sr(p))∣∣
)}
,
and Φ
Tp,r(x)
p (x) = Φ(x, Tp,r(x)) be the gradient deformation of idf−1(B 2r
3
(p))
with respect to distf−1(Sr(p)). Then by Lemma 2.5 and direct calculation,
for e2ǫ ≤ 1.02368 and r < min{rp, 12eǫ }, we have
(2.5)
{
Φ
Tp,r(x)
p (x) ∈ f−1(B r
3
(p)), ∀ x ∈ f−1(B 2r
3
(p)),
Tp,r(x) = 0, ∀ x ∈ f−1(B0.3r(p)).
In [25, Proposition 1.6] we proved that Φ
Tp,r(x)
p (x) is continuous both in
p and x, provided that Y is a Riemannian manifold and r is smaller than
the injectivity radius of Y . In the following we prove the same holds when
Y is an almost Euclidean Alexandrov space.
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Lemma 2.6. Let 0 < ǫ < ln
√
1.02368, and let f : X → Y be an eǫ-LcL
between Alexandrov spaces such that Y is (µ0, ǫ)-almost Euclidean. Then
for any 0 < r < 12 ·min{µ0, 1},
Ψ :
⋃
p∈Y
{p} × f−1(B 2r
3
(p)) ⊂ Y ×X → X, Ψ(p, x) = ΦTr(x)p (x)
is a continuous map.
Proof. Since the proof is similar to [25, Proposition 1.6], we give a sketch
proof by pointing out the difference.
Because the gradient curves are stable as function converges ([23]), it
suffices to show that the distance functions distf−1(Sr(p)),distf−1(Sr(q)) (to
f−1(Sr(p)) and f−1(Sr(q)) respectively) are C|pq|-close for small |pq| and a
constant C.
By the definition of LcL, it is easy to verify (see [25, Lemma 1.4, Lemma
1.7]) that the Hausdorff distance and the difference between distf−1(Sr(p))
and distf−1(Sr(q)) satisfy
d(distf−1(Sr(p)),distf−1(Sr(q))) = dH(f
−1(Sr(p)), f−1(Sr(q))),(2.6.1)
dH(f
−1(Sr(p)), f−1(Sr(q))) ≤ eǫ · dH(Sr(p), Sr(q)).(2.6.2)
Let d(p, q) = ε1. By (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), what remains is to show Sr(p)
and Sr(q) are Cǫ1-close in Hausdorff distance.
Let z be a middle point in a minimal geodesic [pq]. Since both Sr(p) and
Sr(q) lie in the annulus Br+ε1(z) \ Br−ε1(z), it is easy to see that one only
needs to bound the Hausdorff distance between metric spheres Sr+ε1(z) and
Sr−ε1(z), i.e., for some constant C, dH(Sr−ε1(z), Sr+ε1(z)) ≤ Cǫ1.
Indeed, for any point x ∈ Sr+ε1(z), since the point x1 in a minimal
geodesic [xz] with distance |x1x| = 2ε1 lies in Sr−ε1(z), Sr+ε1(z) lies in
2ε1-neighborhood of Sr−ε1(z).
Conversely, let x ∈ Sr−ε1. By the proof of Lemma 2.4, there is a point
y in S2r(z) such that the comparison triangle ∡˜−1(zxy) is larger than π/2
by a positive definite error θ > 0. By the triangle version of Toponogov
theorem, there exists y1 in [xy] with distance |xy1| ≤ 2ε1− cos ∡˜−1(zxy) such that
|y1z| = r + ε1. 
Next, let us repeat the construction above for the sequence {ri = r2i }i=0,1,2,···
and let Φ
Tp,i
p,i (x) = Φp,i(x, Tp,ri(x)) be the gradient curves of distf−1(Sri (p)) at
x with time Tp,ri(x). By (2.5), Φ
Tp,i
p,i : f
−1(Bri(p))→ X takes f−1(B 2
3
· r
2i
(p))
into f−1(B 1
3
· r
2i+1
(p)), and
Φ
Tp,i
p,i
∣∣∣
f−1(B0.3 r
2i
(p))
= id .
Hence the iterated gradient deformations
Φ
Tp,i
p,i ◦ΦTp,i−1p,i−1 ◦ · · ·ΦTp,0p,0
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is well-defined on f−1(B 2r
3
(p)) and its restriction on f−1(B0.3 r
2i
(p)) is iden-
tity. Because
Tp,ri(x) ≤
r
2i−1
· e
ǫ
3
· C−10 ,
it can be directly verified that the sequence of maps
Ψi :
⋃
p∈Y
{p} × f−1(B 2r
3
(p))→ X,
Ψi(p, x) = Φ
Tp,i
p,i ◦ΦTp,i−1p,i−1 ◦ · · ·ΦTp,0p,0 (x)
uniformly converges. The limit ϕp(x) = lim
i→∞
Ψi(p, x) gives a retraction from
the neighborhood f−1(B 2r
3
(p)) to f−1(p), which by Lemma 2.6 is continuous
both in p and x. We summarize it to the following proposition.
Proposition 2.7. For any 0 < r < 12 min{µ0, 1}, there is a deformation
retraction ϕp(x) from a neighborhood f
−1(B 2r
3
(p)) to the fiber f−1(p) such
that
ϕ :
⋃
p∈Y
{p} × f−1(B 2r
3
(p))→ X, ϕ(p, x) = ϕp(x)
is continuous both in p and x, and satisfies
(2.7.1) ϕp(x) = x for any x ∈ f−1(p), and
(2.7.2) |xϕp(x)| ≤ 2C1r, for some constant C1(ǫ) depending only on ǫ.
Proof of Theorem 2.1.
Up to a rescaling we assume that the lower curvature bounds of both
X and Y are −1. By Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that f is strong
regular and any fiber is an ANRs. For any p, q ∈ B with small distance
0 < |pq| < 12 min{rp, 12eǫ }, let ρ = 2 |pq|. By the definition of LcL, it is easy
to see that
e−ǫ · |pq| ≤ dH(f−1(p), f−1(q)) ≤ eǫ · |pq|.
Thus f−1(q) lies in eǫ ρ2 -neighborhood of f
−1(p) and vice versa. By Proposi-
tion 2.7, there are neighborhood retractions ϕp : f
−1(B 2ρ
3
(p))→ f−1(p) and
ϕq : f
−1(B 2ρ
3
(q)) → f−1(q) around f−1(p) and f−1(q) respectively. Then
the homotopy equivalences between fibers can be chosen to be ϕp|f−1(q) :
f−1(q) → f−1(p) and ϕq|f−1(p) : f−1(p) → f−1(q), and the homotopies are
Ht = ϕp ◦ϕγ(t) : f−1(p)→ f−1(p) and Kt = ϕq ◦ϕγ(1−t) : f−1(q)→ f−1(q),
where γ : [0, 1] → B is a minimal geodesic from p to q. By (2.7.2),
|Ht(x)x| ≤ 4C1ρ and |Kt(x)x| ≤ 4C1ρ. Therefore f is strongly regular.
According to [20] (cf. [14], [23]), an Alexandrov space with curvature
bounded below is locally contractible. For x ∈ f−1(p), let Ux ∋ x be a
contractible neighborhood around x and Ht : Ux → Ux be the homotopy
from idUx to the retraction r : Ux → {x} such that Ht(x) = x. Then ϕp ◦Ht
is a homotopy from idUx∩f−1(p) to the retraction r : Ux ∩ f−1(p) → {x}.
Therefore f−1(p) is locally contractible and thus an absolute neighborhood
retract. 
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2.5. Homotopic uniqueness of fibration. Recently it is proved in [30]
that two collapsed metrics gi (i = 0, 1) on M induces the same nilpotent
Killing structure up to a diffeomorphism, provided gi are L0-Lipschitz equiv-
alent and sufficiently collapsed.
In the following we prove that in the homotopic sense, the collapsing
fibration in Theorem 1.3 is unique.
We say that two Hurewicz fibrations fi : Xi → Y (i = 0, 1) are fibrewise
homotopy equivalent if there are fiber-preserving maps h : X0 → X1 and
g : X1 → X0 and fiber-preserving homotopies between g ◦ h and identity
1X0 , and between h◦g and 1X1 . We say that Hurewicz fibrations fi : Xi → Yi
(i = 0, 1) are equivalent if there is a homeomorphism ψ : Y0 → Y1 such that
ψ ◦ f0 : X0 → Y1 is fiber-homotopy equivalent to f1 : X1 → Y1.
Theorem 2.8. Let X, Yi (i = 0, 1) be Alexandrov spaces with curv ≥ −1
such that Yi satisfies (1.1.1), the dimension dimY1 = dimY2, and (1.1.2)
holds for dGH(X,Yi). Then any two Hurewicz fibrations fi from X to Yi
(i = 0, 1) provided by Theorem 1.3 are equivalent.
It follows either from [4, Theorem 9.8] (a key lemma of its proof has a
flaw, for a correct proof see [28]), or from Theorem 1.3, that there is eκ(ǫ|n)-
bi-Lischitz map ϕ : Y0 → Y1 such that ϕ ◦ f0 is 100ǫ-close to f1. Thus, the
uniqueness in Theorem 2.8 is reduced to a stability result below.
Proposition 2.9. Let X and Y be two Alexandrov spaces with curv ≥ κ,
where Y is (µ0, ln
√
1.023)-almost Euclidean. If two
√
1.023-LcLs f0, f1 :
X → Y are µ03 -close, i.e.,
(2.2) d(f0, f1) = sup
x∈X
|f0(x)f1(x)| < 1
3
µ0,
then they are equivalent as Hurewicz fibrations.
Theorem 2.9 is an improvement of a stability result in [29].
In the proof of Proposition 2.9, we need a “canonical” pointed contraction
on the base space Y , which are constructed similarly as in Proposition 2.7.
Lemma 2.10. Let Y be a (µ0, ln 1.02368)-almost Euclidean Alexandrov
space with curv ≥ −1. There is a continuous pointwise contraction on Y ,
τ :
⋃
p∈Y
{p} ×Bµ0/2(p)× [0, 1]→ Y, τ(p, x, 0) = x, τ(p, x, 1) = p.
Proof. Note that the estimates in Lemma 2.4 and 2.5 also holds for the dis-
tance function distSr(p) for 0 < r ≤ min{µ0, 1}. Let ψ(p, x, t) be the limit of
iterated gradient flows of distSri(p) for ri = 2
−iµ0 with time t ∈ [0, Tp,ri(x)],
where C0 is the constant in Lemma 2.5 and Tp,ri(x) = max{0, C−10 (23eǫri −
|xSri(p)|)}. Let T (p, x) =
∑∞
i=0 Tp,ri(x). It follows from the proof of Propo-
sition 2.7 directly that the map τ(p, x, t) = ψ(p, x, tT (p, x)) satisfies the
requirement of Lemma 2.10. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.9.
Let f0, f1 : X → Y be the
√
1.023-LcLs between Alexandrov spaces with a
(µ0, ln
√
1.023)-almost Euclidean base Y . We now construct fiber-preserving
maps h, g : X → X and fiber-preserving homotopies g ◦h to the identity 1X
and from h ◦ g to 1X as follows.
For any point x ∈ X, let p = f0(x) ∈ B, let F0(p) be the fiber f−10 (p)
and F1(p) = f
−1
1 (p). Suppose that d(f0, f1) <
µ0
3 . Then by (2.3), F0(p)
lies in the
√
1.023µ03 -neighborhood of F1(p). Let ϕp be the neighborhood
retraction of F1(p) in Proposition 2.7 with respect to f1, we define h : X →
X by h(x) = ϕp(x) = ϕf0(x)(x). Then the continuous map h : X → X
is globally defined and maps all fibers of f0 into that of f1. Similarly we
define g : X → X through the neighborhood retraction of f0-fibers such that
f0 ◦ g = f1, where g(x) = ψf1(x)(x) and ψq is the neighborhood retraction of
f−10 (q) with respect to f0.
Note that f1(ϕf0(x)(x)) = f0(x), thus
g ◦ h(x) = ψf1(ϕf0(x)(x))(ϕf0(x)(x)) = ψf0(x) ◦ ϕf0(x)(x).
Moreover, since ϕf1(x) is a neighborhood retract to F1(f1(x)), ϕf1(x)(x) = x.
Similarly, ψf0(x)(x) = x, and thus
ψf0(x) ◦ ϕf1(x) = 1X : X → X.
For p0 = f0(x), let p1 = f1(x) and let pt = τ(p1, p0, t) be the map provided
by Lemma 2.10. Then pt is a curve from p0 to p1 continuously depending
on x and t. We define the fiber-preserving homotopy Ht : X → X by
Ht(x) = ψf0(x) ◦ ϕpt(x). Then H : [0, 1] × X → X is a f0-fiber-preserving
continuous map such that H0 = g ◦ h and H1 = 1X . A fiber-preserving
homotopy from h ◦ g to the identity 1X can be defined similarly. 
3. Margulis lemma on Alexandrov spaces
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let X be a locally complete Alexandrov n-
space of curv ≥ −1. Let B1(p) be the 1-ball centered at some point p ∈ X.
It is well-known that sufficient away from where X is non-complete, the
global Toponogov comparison on Alexandrov space holds ([4], [24]). To be
precisely, there is a constant CT , such that Toponogov comparison holds for
any triangle in B 1
CT
(p), provided that B1(p) is relative compact. According
to the proof of global Toponogov theorem in [17] or [27], it is enough to
choose CT = 100.
Note that in a locally complete local Alexandrov n-space of curv ≥ −1,
the convex hull of a triangle may not be bounded. However, by the proof
of Toponogov comparison (cf. [17], [27]), any contradicting triangle can be
reduced successively to other ones, whose perimeters decay in a definite ratio
to form a converging geometric progression, such that a contradiction can
be derived in a neighborhood of the initial triangle whose radius is not more
than 12-times of the initial perimeter.
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Due to the above discussion, the fundamental facts on a complete Alexan-
drov space will be freely applied locally in this section without further men-
tion.
We first reduce Theorem 1.1 to the following special case. For any p ∈
X and q ∈ B1(p), 0 < r ≤ 1 − |pq|, let Γp(q; r) be the subgroup of the
fundamental group π1(B1(p), q) generated by loops at q lying in Br(q). As
before, we will use d(p, q) or |pq| to denote the distance between two points.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that B1(p) is relative compact in X. Then there
are positive constants ǫ(n), w(n) > 0, both depending only on the dimension
n, such that there is a “good” point q ∈ B 1
2CT
(p) satisfying Γp(q; ǫ(n)) is
w(n)-nilpotent.
For general points in X, we need the following result in [16].
Lemma 3.2 ([16, Step 2 in §7]). For any positive integer n and 0 < ǫ ≤ ǫ(n)
with ǫ(n) in Proposition 3.1, there is L(ǫ, n) > 0 such that the following
holds.
Let X be an Alexandrov n-space of curv ≥ −1, and p ∈ X be a point such
that B1(p) is relative compact in X. Let Γ =
〈
β1, · · · , βk : d(βip, p) ≤ 1100CTL(ǫ,n)
〉
be a discrete subgroup of isometries of X that acts freely. Then the subgroup
H =
〈
g ∈ Γ : d(gx, x) ≤ ǫ,∀x ∈ B 1
2CT
(p)
〉
has finite index [Γ : H] ≤ (2k + 1)L(ǫ,n).
Note that for any isometry γ of X which moves p not farther than 1100CT
but a point in B 2
3CT
(p) farther than ǫ, γ should move a point in any maximal
ǫ
4 -net of B 23CT
(p) farther than ǫ4 . Thus the total possibility of such isometries
can be reduced to permutations of lattice, whose total number is under
control by the relative volume comparison (see [18]). By considering the
naturally extended action of Γ on the m times direct product space by X
itself, the total number of cosets of H can be counting via a wordlength-
cutting-off argument with
L(ǫ, n) =
(volBn−1(
3
4CT
))m(ǫ,n)
volB
m(ǫ,n)n
−1 (
ǫ
8 )
, where m(ǫ, n) =
volBn−1(
2
3CT
)
volBn−1(
ǫ
8)
,
and B−1(r) denotes a ball in the Hyperbolic space Hn. For details, see [16,
§7].
Assuming Theorem 3.1, we now prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let (X˜, p˜) → (B1(p), p) be the universal cover of B1(p). Now we take
ǫ(n) and q to be the constant and a corresponding “good” point given by
Theorem 3.1. Let
H =
〈
g ∈ π1(B1(p), p) : d(gx, x) ≤ ǫ(n) for any x ∈ B 1
2CT
(p˜)
〉
.
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Since q ∈ B 1
2CT
(p), H can be viewed as a subgroup of Γp(q; ǫ(n)), hence
H is w(n)-nilpotent.
Since for some 0 < δ ≤ 12CT , B2δ(p) is locally contractible, any loop lying
in Bδ(p) at p is homotopic to a joining of loops not longer than 3δ at p. By
a standard argument of Gromov’s short basis, the generating set of Γp(p; δ)
can be chosen to have at most k(n) elements. By Lemma 3.2, let δ(n) =
1
300CTL(ǫ(n),n)
, then for any 0 < δ ≤ δ(n), [Γp(p; δ) : Γp(p; δ) ∩H] ≤ c(n).
Therefore, Γp(p; δ) ∩H is a subgroup of H, which is w(n)-nilpotent and
has finite index ≤ c(n) in Γp(p; δ), we derive that Γp(p; δ) itself is w′(n)-
nilpotent. 
What remains in this paper is devoted to prove Theorem 3.1. We will
argue by contradiction. Assuming the contrary, then there is a sequence
(Xα, pα) of Alexandrov n-spaces with curv ≥ −1, such that for any qα ∈
B 1
2CT
(pα), Γpα(qα;α
−1) fails to be w(n)-nilpotent.
By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that (Xα, pα)
GH−→ (X∞, p∞),
i.e., (Xα, pα) Gromov-Hausdorff converges to a limit space (X∞, p∞). Fol-
lowing [15], we will show in the remaining sections that:
Claim 3.3. By passing to a subsequence, there is 0 < R1 ≤ 116CT such that
for each sufficient large α, there is a point qα ∈ B 1
2CT
(pα) and a chain of
subgroups
G1,α = Γpα(qα;R1) ⊲ G2,α ⊲ · · · ⊲ Gl,α = {e} (l ≤ n)
satisfying
(A) Gi,α/Gi+1,α is C-abelian;
(B) Gi,α ⊳ G1,α;
(C) By (A) and (B), G1,α acts on Gi,α/Gi+1,α by conjugation, which in-
duces a homomorphism ρi,α : G1,α → Out(Gi,α/Gi+1,α). The image
ρi,α(G1,α) has finite elements, #ρi,α(G1,α) < N0.
Then by [15, Lemma 4.2.1], we derive that G1,α is w(C,N0)-nilpotent, a
contradiction.
In order to construct each Gi,α, we define the local fundamental groups
(Definition 3.5 below). Then (B) and (C) would follow from the leveled
gap property (Definition 3.2) and a universal estimate of gradient push as-
sociated to a δ2-maximal frame (Definition 3.8); see Section 4. (A) will be
guaranteed by the construction and the generalized Bieberbach theorem ([9],
cf. [32]); see Proposition 5.1.
3.2. Local fundamental group and numerical maximal frame. We
first introduce the local fundamental group that will realize Gi,α.
Definition 3.4. Let X be a locally complete Alexandrov n-space with curv
≥ −1. Let p be a point in X such that the metric ball B1(p) is relative
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compact in X. For 0 < r ≤ 12 , the r-local fundamental group πL1 (p; r) at p
is defined to be
πL1 (p; r) = 〈loop γ at p : im γ ∈ Br(p)〉 / ∼,
where γ1 ∼ γ2 if they are homotopic in B2r(p).
For r1 > r2 > 0, let ı : π
L
1 (p; r2) → πL1 (p; r1) be the inclusion homomor-
phism. A key property used in proving (B) and (C) is certain “leveled gap”
between local fundamental groups at different scales as follow.
Definition 3.5. We say that πL1 (p;R1) satisfies (ǫ, σ, l)-leveled gap property,
if there is a sequence of intervals [rl = 0, Rl], · · · , [r1, R1] such that
(3.5.1) ri ≤ ǫRi, and ri/Ri+1 ≤ σ,
(3.5.2) ı : πL1 (p; ri)→ πL1 (p;Ri) is an isomorphism,
(3.5.3) ı(πL1 (p;Ri+1)) ⊳ π
L
1 (p; ri).
In practice, ri = 3diam Yi+1, where Yi+1 is a “regular fiber” at i-level,
which by definition, is a level set of Fk1+···+ki = (dista1 , · · · ,distak1+···+ki ),
where aj are from a maximal (k1+ · · ·+ki)-frame (for definition see below),
distaj is the distance function to aj , and 2Ri is the radius of a Perelman’s
fibration Fk1+···+ki ’s base disk around a regular point in a limit space.
Secondly, we introduce a δ2-maximal frame. Let X be an Alexandrov
n-space and let k be a positive integer ≤ n. Let 0 < δ ≤ 1
102
. By [4], given a
pair of points (a1, b1) and a minimal geodesic segment [a1b1] between them,
a k-frame {[aibi]}ki=1, which consists of k minimal geodesic segment [aibi],
can be built up successively (and non-uniquely) on X: Assuming [ai−1bi−1]
is well-defined, then take [aibi] on X that satisfies the following
(3.6.1) bi is the middle point of the geodesic segment [ai−1bi−1],
(3.6.2) |aiaj | = |biaj|, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i− 1,
(3.6.3) the edge [aibi] is δ
2-collapsed, i.e., |aibi| ≤ δ2|ai−1bi−1|.
A little more generally, we will consider k-frames where bi is not far away
from the middle point mi−1 of [ai−1bi−1]. Let {[aibi]}ki=1 be a k-frame. Let
Fk = (dista1 , · · · ,distak) : X → Rk. A new pair (ak+1, bk+1) is called δ2-
maximal relative to a k-frame {[aibi]}ki=1 if
(3.7.1) bk+1 is
δ
100 |akbk|-close to the middle point mk of [akbk],
(3.7.2) Fk(ak+1) = Fk(bk+1),
(3.7.3) |ak+1bk+1| = dk+1, where
dk+1 = max{|bk+1x| : x ∈ F−1k (Fk(bk+1)) and |xbk+1| ≤ δ2 mini=1,...,k |aibi|}.
Note that by (3.7.3), one always has |ak+1bk+1| ≤ δ2mini=1,...,k |aibi|.
Definition 3.8. A k-frame is called δ2-maximal if for each 2 ≤ i ≤ k, (ai, bi)
is δ2-maximal relative to the (i − 1)-frame {[ajbj ]}i−1j=1. For an δ2-maximal
n-frame {[ajbj ]}nj=1, we say that {[ajbj]}nj=1 is centered at x ∈ X, if the
point x is δ100 |anbn|-close to mn.
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By the construction above, Theorem 1.6 is reduced to a universal estimate
of gradient push associated to a δ2-maximal frame; see Theorem 6.1 in the
appendix.
The following fact on the gradient flow of λ-concave functions on Alexan-
drov space is applied in proving Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.9 ([23]). Let Φt be the gradient flow of a λ-concave function
on a complete Alexandrov space. Then Φt : X → X is eλt-Lipschitz.
Remark 3.10. We remark that all results on gradient push with respect to
a δ2-maximal frame also hold for a (n, δ)-strainer with suitable maximum
property. We only use maximal frames in this paper for simplicity.
4. Proofs of Claims (B) and (C)
We now prove that the existence of (ǫ, σ, l)-leveled gap property and a
δ2-maximal frame centered at p would implies (B) and (C) hold for Gi =
ıπL1 (q;Ri) with q ∈ B 1
2CT
(p).
Throughout this subsection, we always assume that X is a locally com-
plete Alexandrov n-space with curv ≥ −1 such that the metric ball B1(p) is
relative compact in X.
Let q ∈ B 1
2CT
(p), 0 < R1 ≤ 116CT . Let πL1 (q;Ri) be a local fundamental
group satisfying the (ǫ, σ, l)-leveled gap property. Let Gi = ıπ
L
1 (q;Ri) for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Then by the proofs in [15], (B) and (C) hold for Gi. We
give a proof for completeness.
Proposition 4.1 ([15]). For 0 < R1 ≤ 116CT and σ > 0, there is ǫ(n) > 0
such that for 0 < ǫ < ǫ(n), any local fundamental group πL1 (q;Ri) with
(ǫ, σ, l)-leveled gap property for intervals [rl = 0, Rl], · · · , [r1, R1], if there is
a δ2-maximal frame {[ajbj ]}nj=1 centered at q such that
|a1b1| = min{ 1
2CT
,
1
2
diamX},
then the chain of groups Gi = ıπ
L
1 (q;Ri), namely
G1 ⊲ G2 ⊲ · · · ⊲ Gl = {e},
satisfies (B) and (C).
Let S0 be a short basis of π1(B1(p), q) and Si = (S0 ∩Gi) ∪ (S0 ∩Gi)−1.
For any γ ∈ G1, the norm |γ| is defined to be is the minimal length of its
representative loops. The following elementary fact will be used in proving
Lemma 4.3 below and (B), (C).
Lemma 4.2. Any element γ ∈ Si \ Si+1 has norm
2Ri+1 ≤ |γ| ≤ 2ǫ
3
· min
β∈Si−1\Si
|β|
and Gi = 〈Si〉.
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Proof. Since ı : πL1 (q; ri) → πL1 (q;Ri) is an isomorphism, any loop lying in
BRi(q) at q is homotopic to a loop lying in Bri(q) at q. Furthermore, since
B2ri(q) is locally contractible, any loop lying in Bri(q) at q is homotopic to
a joining of loops not longer than 3ri at q.
Because S0 is a short basis of π1(B1(p), q), it can bee seen that for any
γ ∈ Si \ Si+1,
2Ri+1 ≤ |γ| ≤ 3ri
and Gi = 〈Si〉. 
Via gradient push by a δ2-maximal n-frame on certain cover Xˆ of B1(p)
and a δ2-maximal n-frame centered at q, up to a conjugation any loop in G1,
whose action on Xˆ has a definite displacement, admits the following control
in Lemma 4.3, which is essential in proving (B) and (C).
Lemma 4.3 ([15]). Assume that there is a δ2-maximal frame {[ajbj]}nj=1
centered at q such that |a1b1| = min{ 12CT , 12 diamX}. Suppose that Gi ⊳ G1.
Then for any element γ = γ1 ∗ · · · ∗γm with γj ∈ S1 with |γ| ≤ R1100C(n) , there
is β ∈ Gi such that for any loop α ∈ Gi with |α| ≤ 3ri,
|(γ ∗ β)−1 ∗ α ∗ (γ ∗ β)| ≤ e2 cosh 2sinh 2 (2T (n)+C(n))|α|,
where C(n) is the constant in Remark 6.2, T (n) is the constant in Theorem
6.1, and (Xˆi, qˆi)
πi→ (B1(p), q) is a suitable defined cover with πi∗π1(Xˆi, qˆi) =
Gi.
Proof. Up to a lifting to a cover (Xˆ1, qˆ1)
π′1→ (B1(p), q) with
π′1∗π1(Xˆ1, qˆ1) = G1,
we assume that π1(B1(p), q) = G1. Indeed, by the definition of G1, π
′
1 maps
BR1(qˆ1) homeomorphically onto BR1(q). If we want to construct a homotopy
lying in BR1(qˆ1) of a short loop, we can actually do the construction in X
with the resulting homopoty lies in BR1(q), then composite this homotopy
by (π′1|BR1 (qˆ1))−1.
Let (Xˆi, qˆi)
πi→ (B1(p), q) be a cover with πi∗π1(Xˆi, qˆi) = Gi. Then by
our assumption, πi is a normal cover. (This assumption will also be used in
proving (B) and (C).)
Let us construct a δ2-maximal frame {[cˆj oˆj]}nj=1 on Xˆi such that πi(cˆ1) =
q and |cˆ1oˆ1| = min{ R1100C(n) , 12 diam Xˆi}. Let qˆ′i be a regular centered point
of {[cˆj oˆj ]}nj=1, i.e., qˆ′i is close to the middle point mˆn of [cˆnoˆn].
Since |qπi(qˆ′i)| ≤ min{ R1100C(n) ,diamX}, there is a gradient push ϕ of
{[ajbj ]}nj=1 in time ≤ T (n) such that ϕ(q) = πi(qˆ′i), which gives rise to a
homotopy H from α to a loop ϕ ◦ α at πi(qˆ′i). Moreover, the whole pushing
line of broken geodesics has total length ≤ C(n) · |qπi(qˆ′i)| (see Remark 6.2).
Since Gi ⊳ G1, there exists a lifting αˆ of α at γqˆi, and a lifting homotopy
Hˆ of H on Xˆi from αˆ to αˆ
′ = ϕ̂ ◦ α, whose base points are γqˆi and qˆ′′i . Then
Hˆ and αˆ′ lie in BR1(γqˆi).
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Moreover, there exists a deck transformation ψ that maps qˆ′′i to qˆ
′
i. Let
{ψ−1[cˆj oˆj ]} be the pullback δ2-frame at qˆ′′i . Then there is a gradient push φˆ
of {ψ−1[cˆj oˆj ]} in time ≤ T (n) +C(n), which gives rise to a homotopy from
αˆ′ to αˆ′′, whose base point is qˆi.
Joining two homotopies above together, we get a homotopy from αˆ to αˆ′′,
whose base points are γqˆi and qˆi respectively.
Note that any single step in these two homotopies are defined by a gradient
flow of 12 dist
2
x with distx < 2 for some x, hence the concavity of
1
2 dist
2
x is
bounded by 2 cosh 2sinh 2 . By Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 3.9, the length of π(αˆ
′′)
satisfies
lengthπ(αˆ′′) ≤ e2 cosh 2sinh 2 (2T (n)+C(n)) · lengthα.
Let γ′ be the successive joining of push curves of ϕ and πφˆ. Then it is
clear that α′′ is homotopic to γ′−1 ∗ α ∗ γ′, and there is β ∈ Gi such that
γ′ = γ ∗ β. 
Proof of (B) in Proposition 4.1.
By definition of leveled gap property (Definition 3.5), G2 ⊳ G1. We now
prove G3 ⊳ G1.
Let (Xˆ2, qˆ2)
π2→ (B1(p), q) be the normal cover defined in the proof of
Lemma 4.3. For any γ ∈ S1, γ satisfies that |γ| ≤ R1100C(n) as ǫ in Definition
3.5 sufficient small. There is β ∈ G2 such that γ′ = γ ∗ β, for any α ∈ S3,
|γ′−1 ∗ α ∗ γ′| ≤ e2 cosh 2sinh 2 (2T (n)+C(n))|α|.
Let us take ǫ−1 > 300C(n)e2
cosh 2
sinh 2
(2T (n)+C(n)), then by Lemma 4.2, γ′−1 ∗
α ∗ γ′ ∈ G3. Since G3 ⊳ G2, γ−1 ∗ α ∗ γ ∈ G3. This implies G3 ⊳ G1.
Repeating the argument above for loops in each Gi for i ≥ 4 successively,
we complete the proof. 
Proof of (C) in Proposition 4.1.
For any fixed integer m, let Sm1 = {γ ∈ G1 : wordlength(γ) ≤ m}.
Firstly, similar to the proof of (B), let (Xˆi, qˆi)
πi→ (B1(p), q) be the normal
cover defined in the proof of Lemma 4.3. For any γ ∈ Sm1 , γ satisfies that
|γ| ≤ R1100C(n) as ǫ in Definition 3.5 sufficient small. There is β ∈ Gi such
that γ′ = γ ∗ β, for any α ∈ Si,
|γ′−1 ∗ α ∗ γ′| ≤ e2 cosh 2sinh 2 (2T (n)+C(n))|α|.
Secondly, let us consider the normal cover (Xˆi+1, qˆi+1)
πi+1→ (B1(p), q)
defined in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Then the relative volume comparison
holds in BR1(qˆi+1) (see [18]). By counting the lattice points G1(qˆi+1) in balls
of (Xˆi+1, qˆi+1), up to an inner automorphism of Gi/Gi+1 the possibility of
transformations ρi(S
m
1 ) on Gi/Gi+1 is bounded by the following number(
volBn−1(e
2 cosh 2
sinh 2
(2T (n)+C(n)) · 3ri+1 +Ri+2)
volBn−1(Ri+2)
)#(Si\Si+1)
.
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Let N0 = sup0<Ri+2≤1
[(
volBn
−1((e
2 cosh 2
sinh 2
(2T (n)+C(n)) ·3σ+1)Ri+2)
volBn
−1(Ri+2)
)c(n)]
+ 2,
where c(n) is an upper bound of the total number of short basis #S1.
Let us take ǫ−1 > 300C(n)N0, then by Lemma 4.2, #ρi(SN01 ) < N0. Thus
by [15, Trivial Lemma 4.2.2], #ρi(G1) < N0. 
5. Proof of Claim (A)
To finish the proof of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to construct the local funda-
mental groups and a maximal frames associated to a contradicting sequence
(Xα, pα)
GH−→ (X∞, p∞), and then verify (A).
Proposition 5.1. Let (Xα, pα)
GH−→ (X∞, p∞) be a convergence sequence
of Alexandrov n-spaces with curv ≥ −1 such that diamX∞ ≥ 1. Then by
passing to a subsequence of (Xα, pα), there are 0 < R1 ≤ 116CT , σ > 0,
1 ≤ l ≤ n, and for all large α ∈ N there exist a point qα ∈ B 1
2CT
(pα) such
that
(5.1.1) there is an associated δ2-maximal n-frame centered at qα with a1,α =
pα, |a1,αb1,α| = 12CT ;
(5.1.2) the R1-local fundamental group π
L
1 (qα;R1) satisfies (ǫα, σ, l)-leveled
gap property with respect to [rl,α = 0, Rl,α], · · · , [r1,α, R1,α = R1]
and ǫα → 0;
(5.1.3) πL1 (qα; ri,α)/ıπ
L
1 (qα; ri+1,α) is C-abelian for some constant C.
Now Theorem 3.1 follows from earlier arguments in Section 4 and Propo-
sition 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Continue from earlier discussion, we have assumed a contradicting se-
quence (Xα, pα) of Alexandrov n-spaces with curv ≥ −1, such that for
any qα ∈ B 1
2CT
(pα), Γpα(qα;α
−1) fails to be w(n)-nilpotent, and (Xα, pα)
Gromov-Hausdorff converges to a limit space (X∞, p∞). Up to changing Xα
to Xα × R1, we further assume that diamX∞ ≥ 1.
By Section 4, it suffices to construct a sequence of local groups at some
qα ∈ B 1
2CT
(pα) with leveled gap property such that (A) holds for Gi,α =
ıπL1 (qα;Ri,α), and there is δ
2-maximal frames at qα.
Since the construction follows from Proposition 5.1, the proof of Theorem
3.1 is complete. 
What remains of the paper is proving Proposition 5.1. The following
non-collapsing property of maximal frame will be used in its proof.
Lemma 5.2. Let (Xnα , pα)
GH−→ (Ak, p∞) be a sequence of Alexandrov n-
spaces that converges to an Alexandrov k-space Ak. Let {[ai,αbi,α]}ki=1 be a
δ2-maximal frame in Xnα with a1,α = pα, 0 < d ≤ d1,α = |a1,αb1,α| ≤ 1. By
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passing to a sequence, {[ai,αbi,α]}ki=1 converges to a frame {[ai,∞bi,∞]}ki=1 in
Ak. Then |ak,∞bk,∞| > 0.
Proof. Argue by induction on i. Assume di,∞ = |ai,∞bi,∞| > 0 for i < k, it
suffices to show di+1,∞ > 0.
Since dimAk > i, there is a point a′i+1,∞ in A
k such that 0 < |a′i+1,∞bi+1,∞| ≤
1
4δ
2di,∞ and Fi,∞(a′i+1,∞) = Fi,∞(bi+1,∞), where Fi,∞ = (dista1,∞ , · · · ,distai,∞).
Take points a′i+1,α ∈ Xnα which converges to a′i+1,∞. By [4, Theorem
5.4] (or see Theorem 6.6 below), without loss of generality we assume that
Fi,α is
1−2iδ√
i
-open, i.e.,
√
i
1−2iδ -co-Lipschitz, on Bδdi,α(bi+1,α). Hence there is
a′′i+1,α in F
−1
i,α (bi+1,α) such that |a′′i+1,αa′i+1,α| → 0 as α → ∞. Since di+1,α
is maximal, we derive
di+1,α ≥ |a′′i+1,αbi+1,α| >
1
2
|a′i+1,∞bi+1,∞|.

Proof of Proposition 5.1.
(5.1.1) The construction will be done inductively as follows.
The Starting Step. Assume dimX∞ = k1. Since diam(X∞) ≥ 1, we are
able to directly construct a δ2-maximal k1-frame {[aj,αbj,α]}k1j=1 in B1(pα)
such that a1,α = pα and b1,α is a point such that d1,α = |a1,αb1,α|Xα = 12CT .
By Lemma 5.2, it converges to a k1-frame {[ajbj]}k1j=1 in X∞. Let mk1 be
the middle point of [ak1bk1 ].
Let p1 ∈ X∞ be a regular point such that |p1mk1 | ≤ 1200δ|ak1bk1 |. By [4,
Theorem 5.4], there is 0 < R1 ≤ 116CT such that B2R1(p1) is bi-Lipschitz
to an open ball Dk1 in the Euclidean space Rk1 with bi-Lipschitz constant
almost 1. By Perelman’s fibration theorem [21], the map F−1k1 ◦ Fk1,α is a
locally trivial fibration, where Fk = (dista1 , · · · ,distak) is the map associate
to the maximal k-frame.
Let us chose p1,α ∈ Xα → p1. Clearly, {[aj,αbj,α]}k1j=1 is also a δ2-maximal
k1-frame at p1,α.
We define r1,α = 3diamXα F
−1
k1,α
(Fk1,α(p1,α)), i.e., the extrinsic diameter
of a reguler fiber of the Perelman’s fibration.
Step 1. Let Y2,α = F
−1
k1,α
(Fk1,α(p1,α)), and let θ2,α =
1
3r1,α = diamXα Y2,α.
Since θ2,α → 0, it is easy to see Y2,α is connected.
By passing to a subsequence, we assume the rescaled sequence
θ−12,α(Xα, p1,α)→ (A2 × Rk1 , p′2).
Moreover, as subsets, Y2,α converges to A2 × {0}.
Assume dimA2 = k2. Let bk1+1,α = p1,α, and ak1+1,α ∈ Y2,α be the
farthest point away from p1,α. Starting with [ak1+1,αbk1+1,α], we construct
a δ2-maximal frame
{[ak1+j,αbk1+j,α]}k2j=1,
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which by the same argument as in the Starting Step, converges to a k2-frame
in A2 × {0},
{[ak1+jbk1+j ]}k2j=1.
Let p2 in A2 × {0} such that |p2mk1+k2 | ≤ 1200δ|ak1+k2bk1+k2 |.
We similarly define p2,α ∈ Xα → p2, R2,α = θ2,α · R2, where there is a
Perelman’s fibration F−1k1+k2 ◦ Fk1+k2,α : θ−12,αXα → A2 × Rk1 over B2R2(p2),
which is bi-Lipschitz to an open ball Dk1+k2 in the Euclidean space Rk1+k2
with bi-Lipschitz constant almost 1. (Note that every component in Fk1 is
a canonical Busemann function on Rk1 .)
Let r2,α = 3diamXα F
−1
k1+k2,α
(Fk1+k2,α(p2,α)).
Step 2. Do the same process as in Step 1 for Y3,α = F
−1
k1+k2,α
(Fk1+k2,α(p2,α)),
and θ3,α =
1
3r2,α = diamXα Y3,α.
Let us repeat the process in Step 2 until k1 + · · · + kl = n, then we have
constructed a δ2-maximal n-frame
{[aj,αbj,α]}nj=1,
centered at pl,α.
Let qα = pl,α, then (5.1.1) is complete.
(5.1.2) By definition, each πL1 (pl,α;R1) satisfies (ǫα, σ, l)-leveled gap prop-
erty, where ǫα =
ri,α
Ri,α
→ 0, σ = max{3R−12 , · · · , 3R−1l }.
Indeed, in order to verify (5.1.2), it suffices to show that
(3.15) ıπL1 (pl,α;Ri+1,α) ⊳ π
L
1 (pl,α; ri,α)
(3.15) follows from the Hurewicz fibration Theorem 1.3. Indeed, letDi,α =
F−1k1+···+ki,α(D
k1+···+ki). Then
πL1 (pl,α;Ri,α)
∼= πL1 (pl,α; ri,α) ∼= π1(Di,α, pl,α).
By the choice of pl,α, θ
−1
i+1,α(Di,α, pl,α)
GH−→ (Ai+1 × Rk1+···+ki , pi+1), where
pi+1 is a regular point in Ai+1 × {0}. Let (Dˆi,α, pˆl,α) πi,α→ (Di,α, pl,α) be a
cover of Di,α with
π1(Dˆi,α, pˆl,α) = ıπ
L
1 (pl,α; ri+1,α).
We are to show that πi,α is normal.
Let Si,α of be a short basis of π
L
1 (pl,α; ri,α). By passing to a subsequence,
we assume that for the same ti, {γi,α,1, . . . , γi,α,ti} = Si,α \ ıπL1 (pl,α; ri+1,α).
By the definition of a short basis, their lifting curve γˆi,α,1, . . . , γˆi,α,ti are
minimal geodesics in Dˆi,α from pˆl,α to some qˆi+1,α,1, . . . , qˆi+1,α,ti respectively.
It suffices to show that for any loop γ ∈ ıπL1 (pl,α; ri+1,α), and any γi,α,s,
there is a homotopy with fixed endpoint from γi,α,s ∗ γ ∗ γ−1i,α,s to a loop in
ıπL1 (pl,α; ri+1,α).
By passing to a subsequence, θ−1i+1,α(Dˆi,α, pˆl,α)→ (Aˆi+1×Rk1+···+ki , pˆi+1).
And each minimal geodesic γˆi,α,s converges to γˆi,s in Aˆi+1 × {0}, which is a
minimal geodesic form pˆi+1 to qˆi+1,s.
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If γˆi,1, · · · , γˆi,ti pass only regular points, then by [4] there is a positive
η > 0 such that the neighborhood B2η = U2η(
⋃ti
s=1 γˆi,s) ⊂ Aˆi+1 × Rk1+···+ki
contains only (k1 + · · · + ki+1, δ)-strained points with a universal strainer
radius. Thus by Theorem 1.3 and Remark 2.3, for α large we have
(5.3.1) any Fk1+···+ki,α-fiber in Di,α has extrinsic diameter not larger than
η/4.
(5.3.2) there is a Hurewicz fibration ϕi,α which is close to the original
GHA, over B2η , whose fiber’s diameter ≤ η/4, such that γˆi,α,s ⊂
ϕ−1i,α(Uη(γˆi,s)) and ϕi,α(γˆi,α,s) ⊂ Uη/4(γˆi,s).
Note that the lifting of γi,α,s ∗ γ ∗ γ−1i,α,s at qˆi+1,α,s is γˆi,α,s ∗ γˆ ∗ γˆ−1i,α,s
with γˆ a closed lifting of γ at pˆl,α. Then by the construction of ϕi,α (see
Proposition 2.7), there is a canonical contraction from tubular neighborhood
of a ϕi,α-fiber to itself. Thus, by (5.3.1) there is a homotopy Hˆ
′
1 maps γˆ to
γˆ′ ⊂ ϕ−1i,α(ϕi,α(pˆl,α)) keeping pˆl,α unmoved. Thus, we have a homotopy Hˆ1
maps γˆi,α,s ∗ γˆ ∗ γˆ−1i,α,s to γˆi,α,s ∗ γˆ′ ∗ γˆ−1i,α,s, keeping γˆi,α,s and γˆ−1i,α,s unmoved.
Furthermore, by (5.3.2) there is a homotopy Hˆ ′2 maps γˆ
′ to γˆ′′, which lies
in ϕ−1i,α(ϕi,α(qˆi+1,α,s)), moving pˆl,α to qˆi+1,α,s along γˆi,α,s such that γ
′′ is a
loop at qˆi+1,α,s. Thus, we have a homotopy Hˆ2 maps γˆi,α,s ∗ γˆ′ ∗ γˆ−1i,α,s to γˆ′′,
keeping qˆi+1,α,s unmoved.
Then πi,α(Hˆ2∗Hˆ1) is a homotopy maps γi,α,s∗γ∗γ−1i,α,s to πi,α(γˆ′′) keeping
pl,α unmoved, and πi,α(γˆ
′′) lies in ıπL1 (pl,α; ri+1,α).
In order to complete the proof of (3.15), we now verify that all limit
minimal geodesics γˆi,s pass regular points. Firstly, it is clear that the limit
projection πi : Aˆi+1×{0} → Ai+1×{0} is a submetry (i.e., 1-LcL). Secondly,
there is a neighborhood of pˆi+1 restricted on which πi is an isometry. This
is because near pˆl,α, there is a homeomorphic lifting of Di,α in Dˆi,α. Hence
dim Aˆi+1 = dimAi+1, and all lift points pˆi+1, qˆi+1,1, . . . , qˆi+1,ti are regular.
By [4], any minimal geodesic γˆi,s between them contains only regular points.
The proof of (5.1.2) is now complete.
(5.1.3) By (3.15), (Dˆi,α, pˆl,α)
πi,α→ (Di,α, pl,α) is a normal cover, whose
deck-transformation group is Λi,α = π
L
1 (pl,α; ri,α)/ıπ
L
1 (pl,α; ri+1,α).
Since Λi,α equivariantly converges, the limit group Λi acts on Aˆi+1 × {0}
isometrically. By the generalized Bieberbach theorem [9] (cf. [32]), Λi is
C-abelian. Since Λi is a discrete group, the GHA ρi,α between Λi,α and Λi
is a homomorphism.
We now prove that ρi,α is an isomorphism. Firstly, since there is no non-
trivial element of Λi,α whose displacement is shorter than 2Ri+1,α, ρi,α’s
kernel should be a subgroup Ki,α, which moves pˆl,α to infinity. Secondly,
since πL1 (pl,α; ri,α) is generated by all of its elements whose displacements
are not longer than 3ri,α and any generating relation can be written as a
word in these elements with wordlength ≤ 3, the corresponding property
holds for Λi,α. Because the relative volume comparison (see [18]) provides
an uniform bound to the number of Λi,α-orbit points in B9ri,α(pˆl,α), by
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passing to a subsequence, the presentation of Λi,α is stable. Hence ρi,α is an
isomorphism. 
6. Appendix on gradient push
Let {[ajbj ]}nj=1 be a δ2-maximal n-frame with |a1b1| ≤ 1 on an Alexandrov
n-spaceX with curv≥ −1. Let Fk(x) = (dista1(x),dista2(x), · · · ,distak(x)).
Recall that by the definition of maximal frame, dj = |ajbj| which satisfies
(4.1) dk+1 = max
F−1k (Fk(bk+1))
{min{distbk+1 , δ2 · min
i=1,...,k
|aibi|}}.
In the following we always assume that mk is the middle point of [akbk], and
bn+1 is a point
δ
100 |anbn|-close to the middle point mn of [anbn].
We restate Theorem 1.6 and give a proof in the following form.
Theorem 6.1 ([15]). There is T (n) > 0 such that for any δ2-maximal n-
frame {[ajbj]}nj=1 with |a1b1| ≤ 1 on an Alexandrov n-space X with curvature
≥ −1, any point bn+1 that is δ100 |anbn|-close to the middle point mn of
[anbn] can be pushed successively by the gradient flows of
1
2 dist
2
bn+1,
1
2 dist
2
aj ,
1
2 dist
2
bj
(j = 1, . . . , n) to any point p ∈ B100|a1b1|(bn+1) in total time ≤ T (n).
Remark 6.2. By the proof of Theorem 6.1 (or by replacing 12 dist
2 with dist
in Theorem 6.1), the length of broken gradient curves between bn+1 and p
is no more than C(n) · |bn+1p|, where C(n) = 2n + 4(n−1)sinσ(n) + 1 with σ(n) in
Lemma 6.5. This fact is also used in the proof of Theorem 1.1; see Lemma
4.3.
Some partial motivations to write a proof other than just referring to [15,
Lemma 2.5.1] are as follows.
Firstly, there is only a sketched proof for Theorem 6.1 in [15], where the
ratio bound on the pushing time
tk−1
tk
≤ 1δn from level dk to dk−1 is claimed
without explanation in the proof of [15, Lemma 2.5.1].
Since it is hard for us to follow at that point, we write a detailed proof on
the surjectivity and universal speed of gradient pushing-out (using the max-
imum property (4.1) and 1−2nδ√
n
-openness in [4, Theorem 5.4]). In particular,
our proof leads to a sharpened universal time bound n2δ−1, improving the
universal time bound δ−n2 claimed in [15].
Secondly, a crucial difference between an Alexandrov space X with cur-
vature bounded below and a Riemannian manifold M is that, there may
be proper extremal subsets in X such that no gradient curves can get out
of them. Without further explanation, it is also hard for us to see from
[15] that the gradient pushing-out process can be chosen to avoid extremal
subsets.
We fill more details and construct a specific gradient pushing broken line,
consisting of k-regular (i.e., the tangent cone TpX at least splits off R
k) or
(n, δ)-strained points when aj, bj and the ending point p are k-regular.
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Since all our estimates will hold for a new n-frame {[a′jb′j]}nj=1, where a′j
and b′j are nearby regular points around aj and bj . It follows that gradient
push between regular points only passes through regular points.
This provides a detailed justification for the gradient push in proving the
Margulis lemma on an Alexandrov space.
6.1. Proof of Theorem 6.1. The proof of Theorem 6.1 can be divided
into two steps.
Step 1. Prove that in at most a definite time T (δ, n), bn+1 can be pushed
to any point in a ball B δ
2
dn
(mn) whose radius is at a small but fixed relative
scale, where mn is the middle point of [anbn].
Lemma 6.3. For 0 < δ < δ(n) and any q ∈ B δ
2
dn
(mn), bn+1 can be pushed
by an at most countably succession of the gradient flows of 12 dist
2
aj ,
1
2 dist
2
bj
to q in time ≤ 12n24n−1δ.
Compared with the proof of [4, Theorem 5.4], Lemma 6.3 follows from
certain reversing argument, which will be given at the end of the appendix.
Step 2. Prove that B δ
2
dn
(mn) can be pushed outside further. If
dn
d1
admits
a definite lower bound τ , then one may push B δ
2
dn
(mn) \ B δ
4
dn
(mn) onto
B100d1(mn) by
1
2 dist
2
mn just one more time taking no more than T (τ, n).
However, dn may be far less than d1, or even dn−1.
To overcome this difficulty, we divided an n-frame into several levels. We
say that a δ2-maximal n-frame {[ajbj]}nj=1 is of ( δ
2
100 , l)-leveling if there is
1 ≤ k1 < · · · < kl = n such that [aki−1+1bki−1+1], . . . , [akibki ] lies in the
same level in the sense that dj >
δ2
100dj−1 for any integer ki−1 + 1 ≤ j ≤ ki,
1 ≤ i ≤ l (k0 = 0), and [akibki ], [aki+1bki+1] lie in different levels, i.e.,
dki+1 ≤ δ
2
100dki for any 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
Inside each i-th level, it follows from elementary gradient estimate that
B δ
4
dki
(bn+1) can be pushed by the center bn+1, i.e.,
1
2 dist
2
bn+1 , ontoB100dki−1+1(bn+1)
in time ≤ ln(400δ (100δ2 )ki−(ki−1+1)).
In order to push B100dki−1+1(bn+1) further outside onto a large leveled ball
in a specific way, we need to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. If dk+1 = |ak+1bk+1| ≤ δ2100dk, then for any p ∈ B δ
2
dk
(bk+1),
there is some point q ∈ B50dk+1(bk+1) which can be pushed successively along
finitely-broken geodesics, each of which is pointing to one of {aj , bj}kj=1, by
the gradient flows of 12 dist
2
aj ,
1
2 dist
2
bj
to p in time ≤ C(n)δ.
Note that in the case of Lemma 6.4 for different level, we are using end-
points of long edges in the frame, which lie outside the small ball B50dk+1(bk+1).
In the proof of Lemma 6.4, the core is the following angle estimate, which
follows from the numerical maximum property (4.1) of δ2-maximal frame.
Lemma 6.5 (Angle Estimate). There is δ(n) > 0 such that the follow-
ing holds for 0 < δ < δ(n). If dk+1 = |ak+1bk+1| ≤ δ2100 |akbk|, then for
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any p ∈ B δ
2
dk
(bk+1) \ B50dk+1(bk+1), there exists e ∈ {aj , bj}kj=1 such that
∡(p; e, bk+1) ≤ π2 − σ(n).
Proof. Argue by contradiction. For any δ > 0, there is a δ2-maximal k-
frame such that the conclusion of Lemma 6.5 fails. Then by Toponogov
comparison (cf. [4, Lemma 5.6]), there is σ = σ(δ) → 0 as δ → 0 such that
for any x ∈ [bk+1p] and every 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
∡(x; ai, bk+1) ≥ π
2
− σ, and ∡(x; bi, bk+1) ≥ π
2
− σ.
Then as σ sufficient small,
(6.5.1) ||aix| − |aibk+1|| ≤ |xbk+1| · sinσ.
By [4, Theorem 5.4] (or see Theorem 6.6 below), for any 0 ≤ σ ≤ 12k the
partial distance coordinates map associated to k-subframe {[ajbj ]}kj=1,
Fk : X → Rk, Fk(x) = (|a1x|, |a2x|, · · · , |akx|),
is 1−2kσ√
k
-open, i.e.,
√
k
1−2kσ -co-Lipschitz, on Bδdk(bk+1). Hence there is x
′ ∈
F−1k (Fk(bk+1)) ∩Bδdk(bk+1) such that the distance
(6.5.2) |xx′| ≤
√
k
1− 2kδ · |Fk(x)− Fk(x
′)|,
which is, by (6.5.1), far less than |xbk+1|. Let |xbk+1| = 50dk+1, then as
δ = δ(n) sufficient small,
|x′bk+1| >> dk+1,
a contradiction to the choice of (ak+1, bk+1) in (4.1). 
We now prove Lemma 6.4.
Proof of Lemma 6.4.
Let e = e(p) be one of {aj , bj}kj=1 provided by Lemma 6.5, and let us
connect p and e by a minimal geodesic [pe]. By Toponogov comparison and
Lemma 6.5, there is a universal ∆r determined by the (−1)-law of cosine
such that for any p′ ∈ [pe] with |pp′| ≤ ∆r, one has
0 <
|bk+1p| − |bk+1p′|
|pp′| ≤ sinσ(n).
If p′ can be chosen that [pp′] ∩ B50dk+1(bk+1) 6= ∅, then x is one of the
intersection point and the geodesic [xp] is the gradient flow of 12 dist
2
e.
Otherwise, let p′ = p with |pp′| = ∆r. By repeating the process above
successively, we get a finitely-broken geodesic from p to some point q ∈
B50dk+1(bk+1), whose reverse realizes the geodesic flows from q to p by end-
points {aj , bj}kj=1.
Because for each p′ above, |p′e(p′)| ≥ 1−δ2 dk − δ100dk, and the total length
of the broken geodesic is bounded by 1sinσ δdk, this completes the proof of
Lemma 6.4. 
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.1.
Let us assume that the n-frame {[ajbj ]}nj=1 admit a ( δ
2
100 , l)-leveling, 1 ≤
k1 < · · · < kl = n. Let k0 = 0.
By Lemma 6.3, bn+1 can be pushed onto B δ
2
(bn+1) in time ≤ 16δ 4n24n−1 .
In each i-th level, B δ
4
dki
(bn+1) can be pushed by
1
2 dist
2
bn+1 ontoB100dki−1+1(bn+1)
in time ≤ ln(400δ (100δ2 )ki−(ki−1+1)).
From i-th level to (i − 1)-th level, note that for any 100dki−1+1 ≤ r ≤
δ
4dki−1 , B r2 (bki−1+1) ⊂ Br(bn+1) ⊂ B2r(bki−1+1). By Lemma 6.4, B100dki−1+1(bn+1)
can be pushed onto B δ
4
dki−1
(bn+1) in time ≤ C(n)δ.
Since it finishes after 2l-steps, the proof completes. 
6.2. Tracing back process. For completeness we give a proof for the co-
Lipschitzness of Fk : X → Rk, which has been used in proving Lemma 6.5.
Lemma 6.3 also follows similarly. The idea of proof is just the same as that
of [4, Theorem 5.4].
Theorem 6.6 ([4, Theorem 5.4]). There is σ(k) > 0 such that the following
holds for 0 ≤ σ ≤ σ(k).
Let {aj , bj}kj=1 be a (k, σ)-strainer at x0 with radius
rk = min{|ajx0|, |bjx0|}kj=1 ≤ max{|ajbj|}kj=1 ≤ 1.
Let Fk : X → Rk, Fk(x) = (|a1x|, · · · , |akx|), be the map associated to
{aj , bj}kj=1 that forms a partial distance coordinates around x0.
Let p = p0 be a point in B σ
20
dk(x0) such that
(6.6.1) ||ajp| − |ajx0|| ≤ 1
4k
|px0| (j = 1, . . . , k).
Then there is a (infinitely-)broken geodesic [p0p
1
1 · · · pk1p12 · · · pk2p13 · · · ], con-
tained in B σ
10
dk(x0) such that the endpoint pl = p
k
l converges to a point p
′
as l→∞, which satisfies
(6.6.2) |pp′| ≤ 4k + 1
3
√
k
· |Fk(p)Fk(x0)|, Fk(p′) = Fk(x0).
Let δ > 0 be a small number other than σ. Let p be a point in Bδdk(x0).
Let us first define its l-th round k-tracing back point pl = p
k
l of p towards
x0’s Fk-fiber inductively as follows. Here tracing back means moving along
gradient curves of distance to aj or bj backwards.
Let p0 = p and let us assume that pl−1 is well-defined. For the first
coordinate function f1 = dista1 , let p
1
l be a point lies in the broken geodesic
[a1pl−1b1] such that
f1(p
1
l )− f1(pl−1) = f1(x0)− f1(pl−1).
Let p2l be a point lies in the broken geodesic [a2p
1
l−1b2] such that
f2(p
2
l )− f2(p1l−1) = f2(x0)− f2(pl−1).
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Repeating k-times, we have pkl−1 in [akp
k−1
l−1 bk] such that
fk(p
k
l )− fk(pk−1l−1 ) = fk(x0)− fk(pl−1).
Then pl is defined to be p
k
l .
Since p ∈ Bδdk(x0), by an elementary angle estimate [4, Lemma 5.6], the
following holds for 0 < δ < σ10 : for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ i− 1,
|∡(p; aj , ai)− π
2
| ≤ 4σ, |∡(p; bj , ai)− π
2
| ≤ 4σ,
|∡(p; aj , bi)− π
2
| ≤ 4σ, |∡(p; bj , bi)− π
2
| ≤ 4σ.
Clearly, it follows that the relations below hold.
Lemma 6.7. For some positive function ǫ = ǫ(σ)→ 0 as σ → 0,
(6.7.1) |pilpi−1l | ≤ (1 + ǫ) · |fi(x0)− fi(pl)|;
(6.7.2) |fj(pil)− fj(pi−1l )| ≤ ǫ · |fi(x0)− fi(pl−1)| for any j 6= i.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 6.6.
Proof of Theorem 6.6.
Let δ = σ20 . Let Al =
∑k
j=1 |fj(pl)− fj(x0)| and Bl = |pl+1pl|. As long as
the l-th tracing back point pl lies in B2δdk (x0), the estimates (6.7.1)-(6.7.2)
hold. By triangle inequality, we derive Al+1 ≤ ǫ(k−1)Al and Bl ≤ (1+ǫ)Al.
As δ sufficient small, ǫ ≤ 14k so that Al+1 ≤ 14Al and Bl ≤ 4k+14k Al, and thus
Al ≤ 14lA0 and Bl ≤ 4k+14k · 14lA0 are Cauchy sequences.
Now let us check that, by induction on l, each pl satisfies |plx0| ≤ 32δdk
so that pl ∈ B2δdk(x0). By the assumption (6.6.1), A0 ≤ 14 |px0|, and thus
Al ≤ 14l+1 |px0|, Bl ≤ 4k+14k · 14l+1 |px0|. Then
l∑
t=0
Bt ≤ 4k + 1
4k
· 1
3
|px0| ≤ 1
2
|px0|,
which justifies |plx0| ≤ 32δdk.
Let p′ be the limit point of pl, then
|pp′| ≤
∞∑
l=0
Bl ≤ 4k + 1
3k
A0 ≤ 4k + 1
3
√
k
|Fk(x0)Fk(p)|.
The conclusion of Theorem 6.6 now follows. 
6.3. Proof of Lemma 6.3. In this subsection we prove that a gradient
push can be started from bn+1 to any point in a very small ball in a definite
short time.
Note that if we set k = n, x0 = q and p = bn+1 in Theorem 6.6, then bn+1
can be moved to q along gradient curves of 12 dist
2
aj ,
1
2 dist
2
bj
backwards. So
we need to reverse the tracing back process defined in the proof of Theorem
6.6.
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Let mn be the middle point of [anbn] of a δ
2-maximal n-frame {[ajbj]}nj=1.
Let bn+1 be a point
δ
100dn-close to mn. For any q ∈ B δ
2
dn
(bn+1), the l-
th round pushing forward point Ol from O0 = bn+1 towards q is defined
inductively as follows.
Assume that Ol is well-defined. By tracing back q
0
l+1 = q to Ol by
a single round, we have the n-tracing points and tacking broken geodesic
[q0l+1q
1
l+1 · · · qnl+1], where qil+1 ∈ [aiqi−1l+1 ] or [biqi−1l+1 ] (i = 1, · · · , n). Let Φl+1
be the successive gradient flow defined by
Φl+1 = Φ1,tl+1,1 ◦ Φ2,tl+1,2 ◦ · · · ◦Φn,tl+1,n : X → X,
where Φi,tl+1,i is the gradient flow of
1
2 dist
2
ai or
1
2 dist
2
bi
which maps qil+1 to
qi−1l+1 . We define Ol+1 = Φl+1(Ol).
By (6.7.1), it is easy to see that the total time satisfies
(4.8) Tl+1 =
n∑
i=1
tl+1,i ≤ 4(1 + ǫ)
dn
n∑
i=1
|fi(q)− fi(Ol)|.
Proof of Lemma 6.3.
It suffices to show that the l-th round pushing forward point Ol towards
q converges to q, and the total time admits the bound in Lemma 6.3.
Let Al = |qOl| and Bl =
∑n
i=1 |fi(q)−fi(Ol)|. Then (4.8) can be rewritten
as Tl+1 ≤ 4(1+ǫ)dn Bl.
We first assume that Ol always lies in the cube
Iδdn(mn) = {x ∈ X : |fi(x)− fi(mn)| ≤ δdn, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Since the Lipschitz constant of distant coordinate function Fn on Iδdn(mn)
is almost 1,
(4.9) |qnl+1Ol| ≤ 2
n∑
i=1
|fi(qnl+1)− fi(Ol)|,
where by (6.7.2)
(4.10)
n∑
i=1
|fi(qni+1)−fi(Ol)| ≤ ǫ(n−1)
n∑
i=1
|fi(q)−fi(Ol)| ≤ ǫ(n−1)n|qOl|.
By |fi(q)− fi(Ol+1)| ≤ |qOl+1|,
Bl+1 =
n∑
i=1
|fi(q)− fi(Ol+1)| ≤ nAl+1.
The concavity of 12 dist
2
x with distx < 2 is bounded by 2
cosh 2
sinh 2 . By Theorem
3.9, (4.8) and (4.9)-(4.10),
Al+1 = d(q,Ol+1) ≤ e2
cosh 2
sinh 2
·Tl+1 |qnl+1Ol|
≤ e8 cosh 2sinh 2 ·(1+ǫ)Bl/dn · 2ǫ(n− 1)n|qOl|
= e8
cosh 2
sinh 2
·(1+ǫ)nAl/dn · 2ǫ(n − 1)nAl.
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Let us take δ(n) > 0 such that for 0 < δ ≤ δ(n), A0/dn ≤ δ2 ≤ 1(1+ǫ)n , and
ǫ ≤ 1
8n3e8
cosh 2
sinh 2
. Then (1 + ǫ)nA0/dn ≤ 1. Moreover, A1 ≤ 14nA0 ≤ A0. By
induction, for any l, Al ≤ 1(4n)lA0, Bl ≤ n(4n)lA0, and Ol lies in Iδdn(mn).
Therefore, all estimates above are valid for 0 < δ < δ(n), and Al → 0 as
l→∞, i.e., Ol → q. Moreover, the total time
T =
∞∑
i=1
Tl ≤ 4(1 + ǫ)n
∞∑
i=1
Al
dn
≤ 2(1 + ǫ)δ 4n
2
4n− 1 .

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